
AFFUT PACK - BCM Ruby synthetic stock with thumb hole with scope +
silencer
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3418-AFFUT-PACK-BCM-Ruby-synthetic-stock-with-thumb-
hole-with-scope-silencer

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

BCRA6023 Caliber .243 Win AB036 C .243 Win  4  M14x1  56  109  4075  
2149.00 € incl.

tax

BCRA6030
Caliber .300 Win

Mag 
AB036 C .300 Win Mag  4  M14x1  56  109  4075  

2199.00 € incl.
tax

BCRA6036 Caliber .30-06 Spg AB036 C .30-06 Spr.  4  M14x1  56  109  4075  
2149.00 € incl.

tax

BCRA6070
Caliber 7 mm Rem

Mag 
AB036 C 

7 mm Rem
Mag  

4  M14x1  56  109  4075  
2199.00 € incl.

tax

BCRA6074 Caliber 7x64 AB036 C 7 x 64  4  M14x1  56  109  4075  
2149.00 € incl.

tax

BCRA6020 Caliber .270 Win AB036 C .270 Win  4  M14x1  56  109  4075  
2149.00 € incl.

tax

BCM hunting rifle with synthetic thumbhole stock for better grip.
Pack intended for blind hunting including:

BCM Rubis rifle with synthetic thumbhole stock

Chrome plated cylinder head with 3 studs.
M14x1 threaded barrel
21mm Picatinny type rail for mounting an optic.
Removable magazine.

 

KASTELBERG high collars 30 mm

 

NIKKO STIRLING 3-12x62 Scope

4 illuminated reticle
Impact correction per click: 1/4 MoA
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30mm body

 

STALON X149 silencer

Telescopic sound moderator
32.5 dB sound reduction
Aluminum body
Alloy baffles
Rear decompression chamber

 

Delivered in a 125 cm ABS case

 

Black NIGGELOH neoprene suspender without quick release

 

Digital Camo Cap NIKKO STIRLING

 

The benefits are multiple:

Higher ball speed.
Improved groupings.
Reduced copper deposit.
Simplified and less frequent cleaning.

A complete pack for discreet stalking with its STALON sound reducer.

With a rifle with a high precision barrel, its clear, bright and sharp bezel as well as its pirch cane, stability
and precision will be at the rendezvous. The best way to reach your target for sure.

The 3 stud lock of the BCM rifle has two advantages:

More even distribution of pressure for greater safety and preservation of mechanical parts over time
A reduction in the locking angle, which allows faster rearming thanks to a reduced range of motion.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


